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To:

Mr. David L. Strickland *
NHTSA Headquarters
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1200 New Jersey Avenue, SE
Washington, DC 20590
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Date:

12 February 2013

From:

Mr. Paul V. Sheridan
DDM Consultants
22357 Columbia Street
Dearborn, MI 48124-3431
313-277-5095 / pvs6@Cornell.edu

VIA FEDEX AIRBILL 8007-9341-5973

Subject:

Proposed EA-012 Recall Remedy: Financial Comparison and Priorities Summary

Reference 1:

EA12-005 File Update (Chrysler Jeep Fuel Tank System Safety Defect)

Overleaf Content Summary / Briefs
For Chrysler Group LLC defense lawyers to claim in a court of law that they are unable to locate “documents generated
by any Product Planning Committee,” is equivalent to the NHTSA Administrator testifying before the House Committee
on Appropriations that he/she is unable to locate the Transportation Safety Act.
FARS indicates that since the 2005 introduction of the standard equipment heavy duty steel encapsulation of the plastic
fuel tank on the WK-Body, the MHE fire deaths have been reduced to zero in the Jeep Grand Cherokee, such as that
pictured below with President Obama and Chairman Marchionne. As the latter is fully aware, this WK-Body FARS data
does not refer to heavy duty off-road driving; it refers to trips to the grocery.
In light of the generosity of the American taxpayer and the Obama
Administration, the notion that Fiat management would continue to
ignore the subject proposal(s) and its miniscule comparative cost,
while instead simultaneously spending 5.5 billion dollars in their
quest to purchase additional Chrysler stock, during a time that they
are fully aware that additional MHE fire-deaths have occurred in
EA12-005 vehicles, confirms that a short-term focus on financial
gain has subverted their common sense of priority, and borders on
Gross Criminal Negligence.
President Obama discloses his bias which favors, as he states, the
“state of the art” WK-Body over the EA12-005 Jeep Grand
Cherokee vehicles here:
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=cGrOacZvFs4#t=0m40s

*

Available with blue / underlined hyperlinks: http://links.veronicachapman.com/Sheridan2Strickland-11.pdf

**
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DDM Consultants
22357 Columbia Street
Dearborn, MI 48124-3431
313-277-5095
12 February 2013

VIA FEDEX AIRBILL 8007-9341-5973

Mr. David L. Strickland, Administrator
NHTSA Headquarters
1200 New Jersey Avenue, SE
Washington, DC 20590
202-366-4000
Subject:

Proposed EA-012 Recall Remedy: Financial Comparison and Priorities Summary

Reference 1:

EA12-005 File Update (Chrysler Jeep Fuel Tank System Safety Defect)

Dear Mr. Strickland:
A proper perspective for the subject requires at least six contextual items (I, II, III, IV, V, & VI):
Context I : Diversionary Use of “Skid Plate” Vernacular Versus the Requested/Anticipated Remedy
As predicted in my letter of 27 August 2012, Chrysler will divert from the crux of the subject: Offering to the public, by
way of a safety recall, the installation of a “protective impact deflection structure” to EA12-005 vehicles. I
As if on-cue, Chrysler instead offered a diversion in their submission to EA12-005 of 13 December 2012 :
“Chrysler Group notes that a fuel tank skid plate is an off-road driving accessory that is typically offered on sport
utility vehicles. As the term implies, it is a plate that is positioned on the underside of the vehicle below the fuel tank.
The primary purpose of the skid plate is to permit the vehicle to “skid” or slide over an obstacle to avoid abrading or
damaging the fuel tank surface during low speed off-road excursions into uneven or unfamiliar environments. It
allows the equipped vehicle to slide over brush, rocks, debris, and other similar obstacles.” II
What is noted is that Chrysler seeks to divert public attention, rather than engage in substantive discussion of what file
EA12-005 already contains (ATTACHMENT 1). Chrysler also wishes to obscure the following two facts (A & B):
A. Beginning with the 1999 WJ-Body Jeep Grand Cherokee, a so-called “brush guard” was installed as standard
equipment; a device which is too flimsy to add structural protection, and only partially encapsulates the rear-mounted
plastic fuel tank. Constantly shunning on-camera interviews, but in several PR statements, Chrysler has claimed:
“(The WJ-Body brush guard is designed to protect the fuel tank during) light-duty off road driving.”
This defense bar ruse is absurd on-its-face. In effect, Chrysler expects the Agency to believe that in preparation for
the WJ-Body they had conducted extensive consumer research and determined that 100% of its Jeep Grand Cherokee
customers were demanding light-duty off road driving. They were not. But insight can be gained by observing that
discovery requests for warranty data on the 1993-1998 ZJ-Body plastic fuel tank have been vigorously denied by
Chrysler and its discovery counsel, and on the basis that such comprises “trade secrets.” III
B.
Consistent with Fact A, Chrysler now expects the Agency to believe that, in preparation for the 2005 WK-Body,
they had conducted similar research but had now confirmed that 100% of its Jeep Grand Cherokee customers were
now demanding heavy-duty off road driving. They are not.
As you are fully aware, FARS indicates that since the 2005 introduction of the standard equipment heavy duty steel
encapsulation of the plastic fuel tank on the WK-Body, the MHE fire deaths have been reduced to zero. This zero MHE
fire-death data for the WK-Body does not refer to light-duty off road driving . . . and it does not refer to heavy-duty off
road driving . . . it refers to highway driving where the “excursions” are even and familiar . . . it refers to driving which
comprises 99.99% of the Jeep customer user demographics. IV
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Context II : Fiat Prioritizes Full Ownership of Chrysler with Multi-billon Dollar Stock Purchase
Numerous reports indicate that Fiat SpA management seeks to spend 5.5 billion dollars in their quest to purchase
additional Chrysler stock, raising their holdings to 100%. These reports state:
“(Fiat Chairman Sergio) Marchionne reiterated . . . that he and Fiat remain determined to gain full control of
Chrysler by buying the remaining 41.5 percent stake . . . In the current weak economic environment, Marchionne
said, "The availability of cash is crucial. It's better to be safe than sorry.”
A competent person does not take issue with profitability or liquidity. But an ethical person understands how a shortterm focus leads to incorrect priorities. Fiat SpA, parent to Chrysler Group LLC which was gifted at taxpayer expense, is
prioritizing stock purchase over highway safety. The cost of the ‘Proposed EA-012 Recall Remedy’ is miniscule. Fiat
management is about to expend billions on a stock purchase, rather than relative pennies on a simple safety recall;
refusing to do the latter while being fully aware that additional avoidable deaths are known to have occurred in the
EA12-005 vehicles (ATTACHMENT 2).
This Fiat SpA behavior is incompetent, unethical, and violates ordinary sensibility and common decency.

V

Context III : Chrysler Corporate and Chrysler Dealership Defense Lawyer Ploy to Close EA12-005
Chrysler corporate and their counterpart Chrysler dealership lawyers have enacted a litigation defense strategy that
includes subversion of EA12-005. Their joint behavior in the case of Kline vs. Loman’s Auto Group supports this
opinion. So far, not less that seven trial dates have been postponed by the defense, the most egregious involved
postponement from 28 January 2013. They are now proposing trial April 2013.
Note, at no time has the Kline plaintiff asked for postponement of trial; in truth, the plaintiff has been ready to present
his case to a jury for nearly two years.
Implicit to this Chrysler ploy is their assessment that the plaintiff’s case against a dealership is legally weaker or
potentially more winnable, versus several upcoming cases against Chrysler Group LLC. It is not. VI
Strategically, closure of EA12-005 is viewed as enhancing the chances that the defense can prevail in the dealership
litigation. It does not. But their intent is to subsequently use this “victory” as a domino in the corporate cases; their
intent is to tout NHTSA closure of EA12-005 as central to their rebuttal of the plaintiff allegation of a safety defect.
Previously, at several court hearings that I attended in New Jersey, the lawyers defending Loman’s had openly voiced
their “NHTSA is about to close the investigation” rant with the judge. Earlier, compliance with regulatory minimums
was central-to and deemed sufficient-for the defense case. However the regulatory compliance agency, NHTSA, has
repeatedly upgraded the investigation, compelled to do so as victims continue to burn to death in EA12-005 vehicles.
The dealership defense lawyers have deployed trial delay after trail delay, while their Chrysler corporate counterparts
simultaneously attempt to close EA12-005. Their joint pusillanimous intent is to deny Mr. Kline his day-in-court during
a concurrent and active NHTSA safety defect investigation on “the vehicle at issue.” VII
In light of the secret EA12-005 meeting that took place between the Agency and Chrysler on August 30, 2012, in view
of repeated requests for a similar meeting with the petitioner (that have never received the professional courtesy of a
response), and given the past relationship between NHTSA and Chrysler (ATTACHMENT 3), Context III needs to be fully
exposed and fully vetted.
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Context IV : Chrysler’s EA12-005 “document retention requirements” Ruse
In my letter to you of 27 September 2011, I detailed the historical “trade secrets” fraud that has been repeatedly
committed by Chrysler defense lawyers, especially when two events are active:
i.
ii.

Product liability litigation
NHTSA Safety Defect Investigations

Now, their submission to EA12-005 of 13 December 2012 involves a ruse associated with time. If the issue concerns
vehicles they consider “old,” or vehicles that they want potential litigants to trade-in, or they want the Agency to forget
about, they deploy the following time-based diversion:
“Chrysler Group has searched for and reviewed the available historical design and development records for the
Subject Vehicles in order to respond to this request. Some of the information sought by this request dates back to
activities that occurred over 25 years ago, and many records are no longer available due to applicable document
retention requirements.”
Note that their “retention requirements” verbiage attempts to convince you that the only existing source of these
documents is 1) the respondent to EA12-005 and 2) the defendant in several past and future MHE fire death litigations:
Chrysler Group LLC. As Chrysler lawyers are fully aware, it is not. VIII
However, to understand that this “old” diversion is also a fraud, one needs to have direct experiences, such as my own,
wherein utterly irrelevant documents, which relate to my professional activity of over 25 years ago, are magically
exempt from “retention requirements.” If these are believed to favor their defense case, such are instantly located.
Chrysler lawyers have even produced documents that were utterly irrelevant and originated with my employer of 30
years ago, Ford Motor Company. IX
If a document is viewed as supportive, the Chrysler defense lawyers have no problem with production. If a document
(or witness) portends the reverse, then Chrysler fraudulently claims that such “records are no longer available.” This
includes the Baker memo of 1978, which Chrysler failed to submit under DP09-005/PE10-031. X
Context V : Chrysler Attempt to Dismiss Punitive Suit in Jeep Fire-Death Case Fails
Referencing their “potentially more winnable” assessment in Context III above, on 11 December 2011 Chrysler
dealership lawyers attempted to have the punitive portion of the lawsuit dismissed:
“ . . . from any and all punitive damages, and grant such other and proper relief that the Court
may deem just and appropriate under the circumstances.”
Regarding these alleged “circumstances,” the lawyers essentially claimed that their client, an automotive dealership of
forty years, which included and still includes the sales & service of the Ford Explorer SUV, does not, and has never had,
any detailed knowledge of . . . automobiles. XI
The defense motion ostensibly requested that the Court view their dealership defendant as a victim, derived from the fact
that it was “dumped” as part of the “restructuring” of Chrysler LLC in 2009.
But let us reverse the scenario; suppose this defendant had been retained by Chrysler Group LLC. In this scenario, does
Chrysler expect the taxpayer to believe that their retained dealerships would also proclaim, under oath, a complete
ignorance of Jeep products? In this scenario, the Chrysler dealerships, or at least those that seek to remain franchised,
will align themselves and their testimony to the Chrysler edict that the EA12-005 fuel tank systems are not defective,
doing so on the basis that they possess, and have always possessed a detailed knowledge of . . . automobiles. XII
The Court denied the Chrysler dealership motion (ATTACHMENT 4). This ruling allowed us to proceed with the next
phase of discovery: Documenting for the jury the relative cost of adding a “protective impact deflection structure” to the
Jeep Grand Cherokee, an addition that would have saved the life of Mrs. Susan Kline (ATTACHMENT 5).
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Context VI : Chrysler Ongoing Failure to Ascend to Routine Legal Discovery Responsibilities
In compensatory and especially the punitive phases of product liability litigation, “admissible evidence” routinely
includes detailed financial data relating to the defendant.
On 18 June 2012, twenty-one days prior to the discovery deadline in a MHE fire-death litigation, I compiled and
forwarded a request for documents that provide relevant financial data on the ZJ-Body. These documents and related
data originated with bankrupt Chrysler LLC; its predecessor DaimlerChrysler Corporation, and its predecessor Chrysler
Corporation. The exact request that I submitted to the plaintiff is under ATTACHMENT 6.
In ATTACHMENT 7, regarding well-known financial documents and data, Chrysler Group discovery lawyers declared:
“Chrysler Group further objects to this request as vague, overly broad, unduly burdensome, and because it seeks
documents that are neither relevant nor reasonably calculated to lead to the discovery of admissible evidence.”
Relating to documentation for the meetings wherein these financial data are discussed and approved, Chrysler claimed:
“Without waiving any objection, after reasonable and diligent search and inquiry, Chrysler Group has not located
10-panel, 11-panel, and/or 12-panel charts that were created prior to and during the manufacture and sale of the
1996 Jeep Grand Cherokee (ZJ). Further, after reasonable and diligent search and inquiry, Chrysler Group has not
located documents generated by any ‘Product Planning Committee’ or ‘Product Planning Sub-Committee’ such as
those sought in this request.”
The very same organizations and individuals that responded in a manner characterized by the above are also intrinsic to
the Chrysler submissions to DP09-005, PE10-031 and EA12-005.
Since my expertise is sought in upcoming ZJ-Body (and WJ-Body litigation), which both involve the horrific death of
American citizens after NHTSA upgraded this investigation to an EA, I will not preemptively provide the Agency with
discovery documents of the type and model designation requested above. XIII
Proposed EA-012 Recall Remedy – Preliminary Document Review
I am not currently involved in litigation involving the XJ-Body Jeep Cherokee vehicle. This discussion is based on the
following documentation which relates to the XJ-Body, a model which was later added to EA12-005. XIV
Attachment 8: Pre-Product Planning Committee meeting minutes for 27 January 1994, relating to the program review
of the 1997 Jeep Cherokee (aka Product Planning Sub-Committee).
Attachment 9: Product Planning Committee meeting minutes for 4 February 1994, relating to the program approval of
the 1997 Jeep Cherokee (aka the PPC).
Attachment 10: Monroney Labels depicting dealership Manufacturers Suggested Retail Price (MSRP) data.
The following provides an overview of Attachment 8 through 10:
1. The highest levels of Chrysler management were members of the PPC, including Mr. Francois J. Castaing, the
Executive Vice President of Engineering who was simultaneously the Product Executive directly responsible for all
Jeep Product programs. Mr. Castaing is thoroughly familiar with the creation/existence of the documents requested
in Kline v Loman’s (ATTACHMENT 11).
2. The XZ-Body pricing was reduced upon introduction of the ZJ-Body in 1993. Historically, this strategy was
deployed to allow the XJ-Body to become a “price leader in the small SUV segment,” while simultaneously
allowing the ZJ-Body to become the profit leader in the mid-size SUV segment.
3. Under the 9th page of Attachment 9 is a panel chart. In Panel #1 the term “Safety L.O.T.V.” does not refer to
safety leadership, but to the requirement that regulatory compliance items must endure the ‘Life of the vehicle.”
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Proposed EA-012 Recall Remedy – Preliminary Document Review – Con’t
4. Page 9 of Attachment 9 Panel #4 includes “Design FMEA Complete.” This confirms that Chrysler defense
counsel statements and submissions, and expert witness testimony, which claim that Failure Mode Effects Analysis
(FMEA) for Jeep products were not conducted; are statements known by them to be fraudulent. XV
5. On several pages of Attachments 8 and 9 you will note references to the ZJ-Body. Presuming that a sincere
“reasonable and diligent search and inquiry” is truly conducted, documents and data such at that requested by the
plaintiff in Kline v Loman’s are also available for all of the Jeep products included in EA12-005.
6. Comparing my verbiage in Attachment 6 to that used throughout Attachments 8 and 9 will confirm that the
Chrysler defense lawyer response, which rebuffs the plaintiff’s request for that precise data as “vague,” was known
by them and current Chrysler Group LLC executive management to be fraudulent. Other discoverable documents,
which Chrysler also refused to produce, further this specificity and the allegation of fraud.
Proposed EA-012 Recall Remedy – General Historical Incremental Piece Cost and Financial Summary
Based on the 4 February 1994 PPC approval data for the XJ-Body, the following financial data can be derived:

Corporate Variable Cost
Corporate Variable Margin

$ 9737
7644

Factory or Dealership
Incremental Cost:
Fuel Tank Encapsulation
$50
$50

Wholesale Delivered Price (WSD)

$ 17381

$50

0.3 %

5000
465

$100
n/a

2.0 %
n/a

$ 22846

$100

0.4 %

Tracked Vehicle Financial Category

Dealership Margin (approx.)
Destination/Shipping Charge
Monroney Label MSRP (typical)

4 Feb 1994
PPC Data

Incremental Cost of Fuel
Tank Encapsulation as
Percent of Category
0.5 %
0.6 %

Long-Term Customer Financial Effects Analysis
Monthly Payment Assuming that
$515.84 Assumes full financing of MSRP at 4.0% for 48 Months
Encapsulation Cost Absorbed by Chrysler
Monthly Payment Assuming Pass-through
Assumes MSRP increased by $50 Incremental Fuel Tank
$516.97
of Encapsulation Cost (“cost recovery”)
Encapsulation Cost to $22896.
Increment to Monthly Payment
n/a
$1.13
0.2 %
Again, this discussion is based on the XJ-Body “price leader,” not the ZJ-Body margin leader.
The $50 factory level assumes 100% installation and associated economies of scale. The $100 cost at the dealer level
assumes reduced MOPAR economies of scale. Both assume 1997 economics. This is piece cost, not “price.”
At the dealership level, these factory actions would not have decreased margins. The $100 incremental cost for retrofit
at the dealership would have minimal negative financial effects, but incalculably positive effects on customer safety.
Increasing the base tracked XJ-Body vehicle cost by $50 would theoretically reduce the corporate Variable Margin by
0.6%. However, in practice, it is typical that base vehicle safety is not priced at the WSD level, but pass-through or
“cost recovery” is deployed. Cost recovery for the fuel tank encapsulation passed-through to the XJ-Body customer
would have increased their monthly payment by approximately $1.13 or two-tenths of one percent.
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Conclusion
In perspective, for Chrysler Group LLC defense lawyers to claim in a court of law that they are unable to locate
“documents generated by any Product Planning Committee,” is equivalent to the NHTSA Administrator testifying
before the House Committee on Appropriations that he/she is unable to locate the Transportation Safety Act.
In light of the generosity of the American taxpayer and the Obama
Administration, the notion that Fiat management would continue to
ignore the subject proposal(s) and its miniscule comparative cost,
while instead simultaneously spending 5.5 billion dollars in their
quest to purchase additional Chrysler stock, during a time that they
are fully aware that additional MHE fire-deaths have occurred in
EA12-005 vehicles, confirms that a focus on financial gain has
subverted a common sense of priority, and borders on Gross
Criminal Negligence (ATTACHMENT 14). XVI
The very same organizations and individuals that defraud plaintiffs
in discovery are intrinsic to the Chrysler submissions to EA12-005.
The analysis above, in the ‘General Historical Incremental Piece
Cost and Financial Summary’ section, indicates that the Jeep Cherokee XJ-Body “price leader” would have required an
increase in tracked model variable cost of only five-tenths of one percent to provide the “protective impact deflection
structure” of the type documented in the Baker memo of 1978. To similarly protect the Jeep Grand Cherokee ZJ-Body
profit leader, such as the one driven by Mrs. Susan Kline on 24 February 2007, I estimate an incremental variable cost of
only four-tenths of one percent.
As you and Chrysler Group are fully aware, but the taxpayer is not, FARS indicates that since the 2005 introduction of
the standard equipment heavy duty steel encapsulation of the plastic fuel tank on the WK-Body, the MHE fire deaths
have been reduced to zero in the Jeep Grand Cherokee, such as the model pictured above with President Obama and
Chairman Marchionne. As the latter is fully aware, this WK-Body FARS data does not refer to heavy duty off-road
driving; it refers to trips to the grocery.
Requests
1.
2.
3.

To assist with a financial perspective/analysis of the subject, please request from Chrysler Group LLC all of
the documents and data listed under ATTACHMENT 6 which relate to the EA12-005 vehicles.
Please keep me apprised of the progress and cooperation received to Request 1.
Please schedule a meeting, of at least equivalent format/content to that of 30 August 2012, with the
Petitioner to review the status of EA12-005

Please do not hesitate to contact me at any time.
Respectfully,

Paul V. Sheridan
Attachments
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Endnotes : Page 1 of 3

I

The “protective impact deflection structure” is detailed in the internal Chrysler memo written by L. Baker in 1978, which I
provided to the Agency on 1 June 2010.

II

Note that Chrysler Group LLC was in possession of my letter to you of 27 August 2012 at the time it continued to make these
purposely diversionary and misleading statements. Specifically, nowhere in their 13 December 2012 submission to the EA12-005
file do they reference or address the facts presented in my sections entitled, The Fraudulent Claim that Skid Plates Make “no
difference,” The Ruse of “high speed, high energy crashes,” or Diversionary Use of “Skid Plate” Vernacular Versus the
Requested/Anticipated Remedy. Again, part of their ruse is derived from the fact that ODI has unilaterally decided to file petitioner
and petition-support submissions in files that are “Closed,” while giving access to Chrysler submissions in the EA12-005 file which
is “Open.” I addressed this logistical partiality in my letter to you of 29 January 2013. As of this letter I have not received a
response from you on this latter matter.
III

One of the more revealing experiences I have had during this investigation is the ease with-which I was able to locate and
purchase, on the very same day, a MOPAR service fuel tank for a 1996 Jeep Grand Cherokee. When I telephoned a Detroit area
Chrysler-Jeep dealer, their Part & Service counter was thoroughly familiar with the part. But I was utterly astounded when he
explained that dealerships typically kept this big, bulky 15-year-old part in stock! Within 90 minutes of making the telephone call I
was in possession of a brand new 1996 OEM replacement of the Jeep Grand Cherokee fuel tank. In fact, the fuel tank that we used
as a prop in this 2009 ABC News report is the MOPAR tank that I purchased from dealership parts inventory!
IV

My letter to you of 1 January 2013 included the following Endnote 7:
“A majority of the engineering design and a great number of core components of the 2005 WK-Body were provided by the
Daimler-Benz engineers during the DaimlerChrysler era; a fact openly touted in Jeep advertisements and press releases.
Contrary to the diversions provided to the media by Chrysler Group LLC, the dramatic improvement in the safety of
the fuel tank system of the WK-Body (to that of a ‘no defect’ status versus the ZJ/WJ-Body) had no technical relation to
the ruse about “luggage space.” In litigation and under a competent/complete EA12-005, Chrysler and dealership defense
lawyers, their defense experts, and NHTSA will be hard-pressed to explain how the inclusion of a 3/16” plate steel fuel tank
encapsulation, as standard safety equipment in the WK-Body, has any design correlation whatsoever to “luggage space.”
Although Toyota was asked to comment under PE10-031, the fact that NHTSA/ODI failed to solicit comments from
DaimlerBenz on the WK-Body, and their fuel system engineering design concepts, remains egregious. Please see my
letter of 9Feb2011, Concern 3, on page 4 of 5, available here: http://links.veronicachapman.com/Sheridan2Strickland-1.pdf ”

V

Relative to the issues of product liability and safety, this recent short-term oriented behavior is in stark contrast to that
demonstrated by Chairman Marchionne at the Auto Task Force hearings of May 2009. He testified that he had intended to “honor”
the liability lawsuits that existed prior to the 30 April 2009 Chrysler LLC “Notice of Suggestion of Bankruptcy.”
VI

By virtue of their never-ending postponements, the defense lawyers have confirmed that they know that, given the facts of the
plaintiff’s case, that this assessment is false.
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Endnotes : Page 2 of 3
VII

As if seeking to expose their pusillanimity, in their response of 24 July 2012 to Kline discovery, Chrysler Group LLC declared:
“Chrysler Group LLC did not design, manufacture or test the vehicle at issue, a 1996 Jeep Grand Cherokee (ZJ)
VIN 1J4GZ58S9TC401311.”

However an equivalent Chrysler Group LLC declaration has not been issued regarding the documents that were requested by the
Kline plaintiffs. On that subject they have declared the reverse:
“Assuming an appropriate protective order is entered, Chrysler Group LLC will produce the documents by May 28, 2010.
Almost all the (Old Carco) documents you are seeking contain confidential commercial information. As such, Chrysler
Group LLC will not produce these (Old Carco) documents without a protective order in place.” (underline added)
(The Agency should note that this “protective order” charade was the exact defense ruse deployed when the infamous “Ivey
memo” was discovered. ATTACHMENT 12 contains the two-page memo of Mr. Edward Ivey entitled “Value Analysis of Auto
Fuel Fed Fire Related Fatalities.” Even a cursory review of this type of document confirms that it contains nothing of a
“proprietary, trade secret, or confidential” nature, and therefore nothing requiring/deserving of a court ordered “protective
order.” The Ivey memo, similar to a vast majority of the documents sought in EA12-005 or Jeep litigations, is a document
that the defense bar deems non-supportive.)
Given their 24July2012 declaration, a reasonable person would ask, “Confidential for who?!” The company (Chrysler LLC) that
DID “design, manufacture or test the vehicle at issue,” and DID create the discovery documents now requested by the Kline
plaintiff had tactically declared bankruptcy, which was partially motivated by the implicit shielding against product liability cases.
Meanwhile the company that makes the reverse “did not” declaration (Chrysler Group LLC), vigorously promoting an ignorance of
“the vehicle at issue,” is simultaneously demanding confidentiality through plaintiff capitulation to “an appropriate protective
order. Such pusillanimous behavior and doubletalk is not motivated by a desire to provide safety to the automotive public.
VIII

The Chrysler defense lawyers are also aware of the vast numbers of suppliers, sub-suppliers, ex-employees (Union, secretarial,
managerial, etc.), shareholders, and dealerships that have been disenfranchised, betrayed or brutalized by everything from mergers
with foreign companies (a crisis coded named “The Marriage Made in Heaven,” please see link), to sellouts to banks, to bailouts to
Auto Task Forces, to bankruptcies in court. Again, their “retention requirements” verbiage attempts to convince the innocent that
the only source of these historical documents is Chrysler Group LLC and/or its discovery counsel. Absurd.
IX

These document productions are expected since, in the Detroit area and elsewhere, it is known practice for the manufacturers to
employ the same defense firms. Curiously but predictably, in all cases, these irrelevant documents have never been used at trial. In
one instance, during my deposition in a minivan death case, the Chrysler lawyer inquired about and produced a letter that I had
written in 1983 to Ford Motor Company executives that he alleged was “severely critical of the managers at the Ford racing
program.” For a review of what Chrysler defense lawyers had claimed “severely criticized upper (Ford) management,” please see
my letter of December 1983 entitled, “The Market Effect of Bottom-Up versus Top-Down Motorsports Support.”
X

As I discussed in my letter to you of 1 January 2013, Chrysler Group LLC has suffered virtually no consequences as a result of
failing to comply with its obligations under 49 CFR § 573.6, et al.
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XI

As an example, if a Loman’s Auto Group customer had failed to have their Jeep Grand Cherokee oil changed at that dealership
and, for unknown reasons, an engine failure occurred; how fast would Loman’s have realized detailed knowledge of automobiles,
and how quickly would that knowledge be deployed while telling the customer that their powertrain warranty coverage was void?

In favorable “circumstances” the dealerships proclaim their overwhelming expertise and capability, and expect the customer to react
to that status. But in the other (legal) circumstance they want us to believe that they are utterly ignorant (?). But what would be the
effect on vehicle sales and customer loyalty if, when asked about their automotive expertise, Mr. Loman and/or his dealership staff
declared complete ignorance?
a.
b.
c.
d.

Is this the philosophy that National Automobile Dealers Association President Peter Welch intends to promote among
its members to enhance “dealership service profitability”?
Is this the “status quo” issue referred to by American International Automobile Association Chairwoman Jenell Ross?
Is this “investment inside the culture of your stores” referred to by Mercedes-Benz USA CEO Steve Cannon?
Is this the reputation that Chairman Sergio Marchionne will require of the new Fiat showrooms as a financial planning
precursor to spending billions to complete the purchase of Chrysler stock?

Meanwhile, Loman’s Auto Group is completely knowledgeable of the fact that has never been a defendant in a MHE fire
death litigation subsequent to an accident involving one of the Ford Explorer vehicles that it sold and continues to sell
through its Ford franchise. This legal fact is consistent with the technical facts forwarded to the NHTSA ODI and the NHTSA
Office of General Counsel by the Center for Auto Safety on 13May2011:
“ . . . a 70 MPH rear impact of a 2003 Ford Taurus into a 1995 Ford Explorer with 70% engagement in which the Explorer
suffered no breaching of the fuel system or fuel leakage. This was the test which was attended by staff of the Office of
Defects Investigations and the Office of Chief Counsel.” (ATTACHMENT 13)
XII

For just one example of how the Chrysler legal edict is routinely dictated to the Chrysler dealerships, who then parrot that edict
to the unsuspecting public, please see my YouTube upload of the InsideEdition investigation:

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qo95CLmZQI8&list=UUBurCYLuIg9Li7-SeIdsuDg&index=22
Note that in this video, similar to the “circumstances” that are now prevalent in DP09-005, PE10-031 and EA12-005, the following
conversation with a Chrysler dealership took place during at time that it was known by both NHTSA and Chrysler that innocent
people were continually being victimized by a Chrysler vehicle safety defect:
InsideEdition:
Chrysler Dealership:
InsideEdition:
Chrysler Dealership:

Chrysler said that?
That’s correct.
Who told you that?
Chrysler!

Note that the above conversation took place in New Jersey. Note also at 6:20 that a Chrysler vehicle safety defect victim (Suzanne
Clark) complains of the secretive and special relationship that exists between NHTSA and Chrysler.
XIII

In the Jeep Grand Cherokee MHE death case of Kline v Loman, the plaintiff was originally restricted by the Morristown, New
Jersey Court to a total of 18 line items. Given the well-known complications and complexities of typical product liability litigation,
this muzzling of the plaintiff was/is unjustified, unfair and grossly incompetent.
XIV

Please see Endnote VIII.

XV

For a discussion of this FMEA issue, please see my letter to you of 9 February 2011, cover letter page 3 of 5, Concern #2.

XVI

President Obama discloses his bias which favors the WK-Body over the EA12-005 Jeep Grand Cherokee vehicles here:
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=cGrOacZvFs4#t=0m40s

ATTACHMENT 1
Mr. David L. Strickland
Administrator
NHTSA Headquarters
1200 New Jersey Avenue, SE
Washington, DC 20590
202-366-4000
12 February 2013

Subject:

Proposed EA-012 Recall Remedy: Financial Comparison and Priorities Summary

Reference 1:

EA12-005 File Update (Chrysler Jeep Fuel Tank System Safety Defect)

Seven Pages:
Cover letter only of Paul V. Sheridan to Mr. David L. Strickland of 27 August 2012. Section
highlights include:
The Ruse of that FMVSS-301 is “rigorous”
The Fraudulent Claim that Skid Plates Make “no difference”
Diversionary Use of “Skid Plate” Vernacular Versus the Requested/Anticipated Remedy
Entire 27 August 2012 letter available here:
http://links.veronicachapman.com/Sheridan2Strickland-6.pdf

DDM Consultants
22357 Columbia Street
Dearborn, MI 48124-3431
313-277-5095
27 August 2012

VIA FEDEX AIRBILL 8007 - 9341 - 5859

Mr. David L. Strickland, Administrator
NHTSA Headquarters
1200 New Jersey Avenue, SE
Washington, DC 20590
202-366-4000
Subject:
Reference:

Chrysler Public Statements Regarding Reference – WUSA-9 News Report
EA12-005 File Update (Chrysler Jeep Fuel Tank System Defect)

Dear Mr. Strickland:
Since the referenced investigation is ongoing, NHTSA declined to offer comments for two WUSA-9
television news broadcasts (hyperlinked):
21 June 2012: Jeep Grand Cherokee Gas Tank Fires and Deaths Petitioned By Center for Auto Safety
22 June 2012: Jeep Gas Tank Fires; Chrysler Whistleblower Speaks Out
Chrysler Group LLC refused a live interview but provided comments. Two were presented on 22Jun12.
Similar content continues to be forwarded to the Agency with the clear purpose to subvert EA12-005. As a
service to the public and the Agency, I offer rebuttal to the Chrysler comments (ATTACHMENT 1).
The Ruse of that FMVSS-301 is “rigorous”
The first broadcasted comment from Chrysler Group LLC stated:
“Chrysler Group conducted rear impact testing without skid plates and the ‘93 – ‘04 Jeep Grand
Cherokee exceeded the rigorous federal rear impact test requirements and performance.”
Let us first dispense with the claim that the relevant rear impact test requirements were “rigorous.” At a
basic level, one that laypeople appreciate, the original FMVSS-301 was so lax that even the Ford Pinto
complied. Unknown to the layperson, the impact test lauded above included the arbitrary condition of
impacting fully and only the bumper. The “rigorous federal rear impact test requirements” were no more
rigorous for the Jeep Grand Cherokee than that for the Ford Pinto. More importantly, not only is this claim
intending to mislead, it promotes the notion that Jeep Grand Cherokee compliance per se has investigatory
consequence for EA12-005. It does not. This alleged compliance also has no connection to the public’s
right to be truthfully informed of vehicle crashworthiness. i
In media statements, within litigation, and to the Agency, Chrysler executives and Chrysler/Chryslerdealership lawyers have continually promoted the notion that “complying with government standards” is
the essence of crashworthiness. However, a former NHTSA official will soon testify that it is known that
FMVSS does not include all that is needed to protect the public. In 1996 Administrator Dr. Ricardo
Martinez declared that FMVSS were “minimums.” During 1992 to 1994 my Safety Leadership Team
(SLT) documented that “complying with government standards” was a good starting point, but that our
efforts would focus on FMEA and the real world (ATTACHMENT 3).

27 August 2012

Mr. David L. Strickland, Administrator
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The eleven items listed below typify the rigor of the SLT. Having EA12-005 investigatory consequence,
these items merely begin to address real world conditions that were/are not specified by FMVSS-301:
1.

Common everyday traffic conditions where vehicle separation post rear collision is unlikely or not
possible (i.e. restitution values at or close to zero), ii
Doors jammed post rear collision making egress difficult-to-impossible,
High temperature in the collision components of either or both of the bullet and target vehicles,
Electrically charged components/systems in the collision areas of the bullet and target vehicles,
Zero direct flame contact tolerance of plastic fuel system materials even when post collision
leakages are in-compliance / minimal,
Lateral rear offset impact,
Angular rear offset impact,
Foreseeable collision speeds higher than 30mph,
Compact spare versus full-size spare, or no spare present in a rear compartment, iii
No car-to-car test regimen where direct collision impact to the fuel tank, regardless of location or
tank material on the target vehicle, can ascertain the need for an “impact deflecting structure”,
No car-to-car test regimen where mismatched bumper and structural heights between bullet and
target vehicles confirm a high probability of a rear underride collision and the need for an “impact
deflecting structure”. iv

2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.

With the exception of Item 9, this list is not esoteric to the automotive industry or NHTSA. But when I
review this list with the layperson they are shocked and dismayed, especially those that own a Jeep vehicle
identified by EA12-005. Ironically and predictably, Chrysler/Chrysler dealership defense experts have
promoted some of these items, but doing so as part of their defense strategy (?!).
The Fraudulent Claim that Skid Plates Make “no difference”
The two Chrysler statements are coordinated to undermine EA12-005 by promoting the fallacy that skid
plates make “no difference” to the crashworthiness of Jeep vehicles:
“Chrysler Group conducted rear impact testing without skid plates . . .”
“The overwhelming majority of rear impact fires over the life of the ‘93 to ‘04 Jeep Grand Cherokees
were the result of high speed, high energy crashes in which a skid plate would have made no
difference in the outcome of these tragic events.” v
The insidious part of this diversion also involves the issue of alleged compliance of the ZJ-Body. Prior to
these statements, but hidden from the pubic and the Agency, Chrysler was in possession of the expert report
by Mr. Neil Hannemann. vi The configurations listed below are in-evidence regarding the original ZJ-Body
FMVSS-301 compliance testing. In general, when the ZJ-Body was configured with a:
a.
b.
c.
d.

compact spare, it did not comply. vii
full-size spare, it complied in a few tests.
compact or full-size spare, and a trailer tow package, it complied,
skid plate, it always complied regardless of other possible vehicle configurations.
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Mr. Hannemann has testified that the two compliance tests, submitted for the 1993 Jeep Grand Cherokee,
were invalid. These submissions avoided the “worst case” configurations implied by FMVSS-301. While
assessing a $140,000 fine against Chrysler for a previous invalid FMVSS-301 submission, NHTSA stated:
“Automakers are required to assure that all of their vehicles comply with applicable federal safety standards.
While they do not have to test all possible vehicle configurations in order to ensure that all vehicles will comply,
they must exercise prudent engineering judgment in selecting the ‘worst case’ configurations for testing. In this
case, the configurations tested by Chrysler during development of the 1994 Ram pickup were not in the ‘worst
case’ configuration. Moreover, the tests that Chrysler conducted during product development should have
heightened Chrysler's awareness of the potential for a failure of the fuel system in a crash.” (ATTACHMENT 6)

Evidence that the “no difference” claim is bogus also involves the WJ-Body recall of February 2002. Not
only was recall A-10 the subject of ABC News coverage, it was central to a hearing of 7 May 2010 wherein
I was the only witness. viii My letter to Clarence Ditlow at the Center for Auto Safety (CAS) of 1Jun2010
which was forwarded to Chrysler quotes their A-10 notice:
“Those (Jeep Grand Cherokee) vehicles that have already been repaired by having a skid plate installed
do NOT require any additional service.” (underline added)

Whether discussing crashworthiness or the minimums of FMVSS-301 compliance, it is well-known to
Chrysler that a skid plate has repeatable positive effects. However, the fact that alleged FMVSS-301
compliance of the ZJ-Body is so flimsy, that it may be dependent upon which spare is ordered during
original purchase, should be thoroughly investigated by the Agency (Please see Item 9 above). ix
The Ruse of “high speed, high energy crashes”
The second media comment of 22 June 2012 from Chrysler Group LLC:
“The overwhelming majority of rear impact fires over the life of the ‘93 to ‘04 Jeep Grand Cherokees
were the result of high speed, high energy crashes in which a skid plate would have made no difference in
the outcome of these tragic events.”

Accidents involving Jeep Grand Cherokees and Jeep Cherokees, wherein the most harmful event (MHE)
was fire, have included “high speed, high energy crashes.” Confidentiality agreements aside, the media
claim of an “overwhelming majority” is false. Six accident examples include but are not limited to:
Date of Accident

1 Sep 1999
6 Oct 2001
12 Feb 2006
24 Feb 2007
26 June 2011
6 March 2012

Vehicle

Jeep Grand Cherokee (ZJ)
Jeep Grand Cherokee (ZJ)
Jeep Grand Cherokee (ZJ)
Jeep Grand Cherokee (ZJ)
Jeep Cherokee (XJ)
Jeep Grand Cherokee (WJ)

Severe Injury / Death

2 Injuries / 1 Death
1 Severe Injury
2 Injuries / 1 Death
1 Death
4 Deaths
1 Death

Plaintiff / Litigation Status

Austin / Settled
Smith / Settled
Jarmon / Settled
Kline / Pending
Roe / Pending
Walden / Pending

It cannot be overemphasized that these severe-injury/death accidents all provoked one or more of the
eleven items that were/are not addressed by FMVSS-301. If a rigorous approach to crashworthiness had
been endorsed/adopted by Chrysler executive/engineering management, Items 1 - 11 would have been
intrinsic to the Jeep design. Page 4 of my letter of 9Feb11 discussed the fact that the Daimler-influenced
WK-Body Jeep Grand Cherokee addressed these items, and as a result has had no fuel system MHE fire
accidents, let-alone issues regarding invalid FMVSS-301 compliance. x
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At best, from the Chrysler defense perspective, the issue of speed or energy does not ameliorate the fuel
system defect; it merely increases the probability of confirmation. In any case, the Chrysler media
innuendo that they have conducted high speed crash tests with skid plates, and such confirmed that the
latter “would have made no difference in the outcome of these tragic events” is shameful; they have never
conducted any high speed/skid plate impact testing that could be used as the basis of that media claim.
Diversionary Use of “Skid Plate” Vernacular Versus the Requested/Anticipated Remedy
The Chrysler statements are coordinated to divert attention from what has actually been requested, to the
promotional use of the term “skid plate.” This diversion is directed at the layperson and the Agency:
“Chrysler Group conducted rear impact testing without skid plates . . .”
“The overwhelming majority of rear impact fires over the life of the ‘93 to ‘04 Jeep Grand Cherokees were
the result of high speed, high energy crashes in which a skid plate would have made no difference in the
outcome of these tragic events.”

My use of the term ‘encapsulation’ may have been overlooked/edited by the media and misunderstood by
selected plaintiffs. I can assure you that my precise wording is recognized by Chrysler/Chrysler-dealership
defense lawyers, and this is the context wherein it is purposely avoided in the two statements above.
Specifically, at no time have I requested that an OEM or Mopar “skid plate” be the focus of a recall and
retrofit of the Jeep vehicles. The ABC News report back in 2009 contains the following dialogue:
ABC:

This is a potential retrofit for people? Putting it (the fuel tank) inside this steel?

Sheridan:

Yes, this skid plate does encapsulate the plastic tank. It tends to shield a plastic tank. It will
fix some of the accident scenarios, and it may well have protected Mrs. Kline. xi

On 3 August 2012, I testified regarding encapsulation vs. the design of the Mopar “skid plate”:
Q:

And what about the encapsulation device that you talked about before. It was manufactured
by who?

Sheridan:

The encapsulation concept, which a skid plate can fulfill. In other words if a skid plate is
designed properly, it will completely encapsulate the tank, and I’m emphasizing that with you
because the original skid plate that came with the ZJ doesn’t do a complete job of
encapsulation. It’s not bad but it’s not everything.
As a matter of fact, when you look at the Mopar skid plate, it appears as though they assume
that a full option package was coming with the Jeep; in other words, trailer hitch and skid
plate. And that’s why when you take - - when a trailer hitch is not on a skid plate installed
vehicle, you can still see plastic, because the Mopar does not go all the way up and
encapsulate the tank in the rear section.
It looks as though they said well, the trailer hitch will do that. But on those vehicles that don’t
get a trailer hitch, you want full encapsulation and the one submission I made to NHTSA
shows a skid plate design that encapsulates every aspect of the tank. So that’s the general
idea of what I’m proposing.
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During my 3 August 2012 deposition quoted above I elaborated on at-least 15 occasions regarding the
“skid plate” vernacular versus encapsulation. On page 145 I also addressed what would be “acceptable” in
terms of the anticipated rigor required by EA12-005 (ATTACHMENT 7).
With my letter to you of 27 July 2012 I enclosed a cd which contained several photographs of a ZJ-Body
Jeep Grand Cherokee that had the optional factory-installed Mopar “skid plate,” but without the trailer tow
package. I have discussed these “see plastic” issues via email submission to Mr. Larry Hershman of the
NHTSA Office of Defects Investigation (ATTACHMENT 8).
Conclusions
1. It is disingenuous to claim that a manufacturer can “exceed” the requirements of FMVSS-301; the
compliance results are Pass/Fail.
2. It is spurious or untruthful to claim that the original FMVSS-301 was “rigorous.”
3. The Chrysler emphasis on FMVSS-301 compliance testing “without skid plates” conceals the
historical fact that tests conducted with skid plates always passed, but those vehicle configurations
that comprise the “worst case” are questionable to the point of potentially being invalid.
4. The data refutes the Chrysler notion that an “overwhelming majority of rear impact fires . . . in
1993 to 2004 Jeep Grand Cherokees were the result of high speed, high energy crashes.”
5. The Chrysler claim that “rear impact fires . . . were the result of high speed, high energy crashes in
which a skid plate would have made no difference” is baseless to the point of being fraudulent.
6. In the context of EA12-005, Chrysler emphasis on the marketing term “skid plate” purposely belies
what is requested/required to remedy the lack of crashworthiness on the affected Jeep vehicles.
Current Requests
1.
2.

Please request the transcript and exhibits to the deposition of Mr. Judson Estes in Austin v
DaimlerChrysler, Westbury Jeep-Eagle, et al. of 26/27 May 2005 (PLEASE SEE ENDNOTE IX).
Please request from Chrysler Group LLC all “high speed, high energy” impact tests that support
their public allegations that “a skid plate would have made no difference.” xii

Again, because content such as that detailed above continues to be forwarded to NHTSA, with the clear
purpose of subverting EA12-005, I am offering rebuttal in the context of a public service. Please do not
hesitate to contact me at any time.
Respectfully,

Paul V. Sheridan
Attachments
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Endnotes
i

Another indication of inveracity in the Chrysler comment is the ruse that FMVSS-301 compliance results in gradation. Their
promotion that the ZJ-Body “exceeded” FMVSS-301 requirements contradicts a well-known rudimentary fact: Compliance with
FMVSS is a ‘Pass – Fail’ grading system; the manufacturer is either in compliance or not.

Ironically, in the area of vehicle crashworthiness where it is common practice/knowledge to provide the public with a grade scale
(NHTSA NCAP, IIHS offset impact, etc.), Chrysler executives feign ignorance. In his deposition of 15Jun2011, former
Chrysler Executive Engineer for Chassis Systems Owen J. Viergutz testified as follows regarding vehicle crashworthiness:
Q: If I tell you that the crashworthiness is based on the duty of a manufacturer to make a vehicle safe to protect its
passengers from enhanced injuries after a collision do you recognize that as a definition of crashworthiness?
A: Not at all. I don't have a better one necessarily, but I don't understand what that one says. (---)
Q: So let me just ask you so that I'm clear. During the time when you were Chassis Drivetrain Engineering director and
executive engineer in the Engine Engineering of Jeep, Dodge and Truck, you never discussed or knew what the term
"crashworthiness" meant?
A: I'm saying now sitting at this point in time, I don't have any recollection of it, no. Whether I did 20 years ago, I don't
know.
Q: What don't you have a recollection of, what the term meant, or do you have a recollection of talking to someone about it?
Q: Did you have an understanding of your own idea of what the meaning of crashworthiness was when you were executive
engineer of Jeep, Dodge and Truck or director of Chassis Drivetrain Engineering?
A: The difficulty I'm having is with the term "crashworthiness". To me that's somewhat like a term "goodness", that it is
too unspecific, too amorphous to really get a handle on what it means. You know, I understand the need to have a vehicle
perform in certain adverse conditions, but the term I'm struggling with is the term "crashworthiness". To me it has no
specifics behind it. I'm not saying it doesn't; I'm saying to me it doesn't.
Q: And was that your understanding of how you approached the term "crashworthiness" back in the years from 1987 to '94;
you also felt it didn't have any meaning?
A: I don't -- I'm saying I don't have a way of defining crashworthiness today. I don't know what I thought 20 years ago
on the subject.
During the relevant time, Viergutz was subordinate to the Vice President of Engineering Mr. Francois Castaing (ATTACHMENT 2).
On 14March1996 Mr. Castaing testified as follows regarding his knowledge of crashworthiness:
Q: What does the term crashworthiness mean in terms of design of a product?
A: I don’t know. Tell me.
Q: You don’t know the phrase?!
A: No.
Q: Well, let me make sure I’m clear on this. As the chief engineer of the company, are you at all familiar with the use of the
phrase crashworthiness by the engineers of the company?
A: Crashworthiness is so vague that you have to tell me what you intend by that.
ii

The technical literature is polluted with a misuse of the term ‘restitution’ when the context is crashworthiness or accident
reconstruction. Frequently the term is incorrectly used by experts to describe approximations or measured material rebound to
original dimensionality/shape post collision or post stress/strain. In the context of accident reconstruction the term describes the
elasticity or plasticity of the collision event/constituents. In upcoming correspondence I will detail the values of restitution that I
have estimated for various Jeep crash tests and accidents.

iii

Please see letter section entitled, The Fraudulent Claim that Skid Plates Make “no difference.”

iv

Please see Attachment 4.
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Endnotes Continued
v

It should be noted that these Chrysler comments are offered in the context of a broadcast that was prompted by the news
media, the latter was prompted specifically by the NHTSA escalation of PE10-031 to EA12-005. The comments mislead when
focused only on the “ ‘93 to ‘04 Jeep Grand Cherokees.” It is well-known that EA12-005 includes three vehicle types: Jeep
Grand Cherokee, Jeep Liberty and Jeep Cherokee. It is well-known to Chrysler that the Jeep Cherokee (XJ) is also the subject of
low speed crashes and fires leading to injury and death (ATTACHMENT 5).
vi

As of this letter Chrysler Group LLC is also in possession of the Neil Hannemann deposition of 29 June 2012.

.

vii

This “worst case” was the configuration of the 1996 Jeep Grand Cherokee driven by Mrs. Susan Kline on 24 Feb 2007. The
fact that FMVSS-301 compliance of the ZJ-Body was so flimsy, that it may have depended upon which spare was ordered, was
an issue that was not discussed by the selling dealership (Loman’s Auto Group) at the time of the sale to Kline.
viii

The Kline vs. Butler, et al. hearing transcript of 7 May 2010 is available here.

ix

The truth is that Chrysler has probably known about the non-valid compliance submission issue since the introduction of the
ZJ-Body in August 1992. However, there is no doubt that Chrysler became aware of this issue not later than 26/27 May 2005 at
the deposition of Mr. Judson Estes. For the two-day deposition transcript and all deposition exhibits, including the internal
compliance submission test reports, please contact (Discovery counsel for Chrysler Group, LLC):
M. Sheila Jeffrey, Esquire
Miller, Canfield, Paddock & Stone PLC
101 North Main Street, Seventh Floor
Ann Arbor, Michigan 48104
Tel: 734-663-2445
Fax: 734-747-7147
x

Please note that beginning with the Daimler-influenced 2005 WK-Body version of the Jeep Grand Cherokee a “skid plate” that
encapsulated the mid-mounted polyethylene fuel tank was offered as standard equipment. Please see Jeep television ad here.
xi
xii

Note that my “this skid plate” interview quote is not referring to the Mopar unit.

If such testing exists, and has not been disclosed to plaintiffs in existing or upcoming litigation, then the appropriate remedies
will be sought in those forums. However if such testing does not exist, as I suspect, then their media comments must be
challenged and exposed as fraudulent.

ATTACHMENT 2
Mr. David L. Strickland
Administrator
NHTSA Headquarters
1200 New Jersey Avenue, SE
Washington, DC 20590
202-366-4000
12 February 2013

Subject:

Proposed EA-012 Recall Remedy: Financial Comparison and Priorities Summary

Reference 1:

EA12-005 File Update (Chrysler Jeep Fuel Tank System Safety Defect)

Two Pages
The Northern Virginia Daily news report; on-scene eyewitness to the October 2012 Jeep Grand
Cherokee fire death, Jenelle Embrey stated:
"They were all alive. They were very much alive.”
“ (The Jeep turned into) a ball of fire. They burned up right there in front of us."

Fiery I-81 crash claims two Staunton residents - Local News

News / The Northern Virginia Daily/nvdaily.com

Fiery I-81 crash claims two Staunton
residents
^ Posted Oct. 7

By Alex Bridges
The Jeep Cherokee that was involved in a three-vehicle crash in which two people were killed Friday on Interstate
81 in Frederick County turned into a "ball of fire," according to the driver of one of the cars that was hit.
Jenelle Embrey, 45, of Linden said the tractor-trailer struck the Jeep while traveling "full speed," and continued to
travel forward past the 2002 Chrysler PT Cruiser that she was driving before stopping.
"I can't believe we lived," Embrey said.
Heather Lee Santor, 39, and Acoye M. Breckenridge, 18, both of Staunton, died at the scene of the crash on
Interstate 81 near Kernstown, according to state police spokesman Sgt. F.L. "Les" Tyler.
Trooper B.G. Davis also issued a summons for reckless driving to Lance W. Anderson, 43, of Hudson, S.D.,
identified as the driver of tractor-trailer that caused the fatal crash, Tyler said Saturday afternoon.
The trooper reported driver inattention contributed to the crash.
The 2007 Peterbilt tractor-trailer rear-ended the 1998 Jeep Cherokee, driven by Santor, which had stopped in traffic
in the right, southbound lane of Interstate 81 south of Va. 37 at approximately 7:48 p.m., according to Tyler. The
Jeep caught fire after the collision.
Santor and Breckenridge, a passenger in the Jeep, died at the scene, according to Tyler. A second passenger in
the Jeep, Zackary Santor, 18, of Staunton, was taken by ambulance to Winchester Medical Center, Tyler said.
The collision also had pushed the Jeep into the rear of the Chrysler driven by Embrey, Tyler said. The force of the
collision sent both the tractor-trailer and the Chrysler into the left lane. the Chrysler spun and struck the side of the
tractor-trailer, according to Tyler.
Embrey recalled the experience by phone Saturday night and noted that her father, Harry Hamilton Jr., 65, a real
estate agent in Kernstown, rode as a passenger in the Chrysler he bought just a few days before the crash, Embrey
told the Daily she and her father drove from his home near the Va. 37 interchange and had entered the interstate
only minutes before the collision sent the Chrysler spinning, striking the tractor-trailer.
http://www.nvdaily.com/news/2012/10/crash_claims_two_staunton_residents-mobile.html (1 of 8)1/20/2013 2:38:44 PM

Fiery I-81 crash claims two Staunton residents - Local News

Embrey said she had stopped for traffic in a construction zone, giving plenty of distance between the Chrysler and a
flatbed truck in front of her vehicle.
The events which occurred after all vehicles stopped left Embrey shaking even 24 hours later. Embrey recalled
seeing her father run to the Jeep and try to pull the victims from the vehicle before it caught fire.
"They were all alive," Embrey said. "They were very much alive."
Hamilton then pulled Zackary Santor from the Jeep, Embrey recalled.
"[Hamilton] just ripped the window right out of the door," she said. "He was trying to get the others out. ... and he
wasn't able to cut the seat belt."
As Hamilton shouted to the occupants inside the Jeep, Embrey said she could see and hear the other teen
passenger screaming, but the driver appeared barely conscious. Embrey said she then heard a popping noise
coming from the Jeep and the whole thing turned into "a ball of fire."
"They burned up right there in front of us," Embrey said.
Embrey expressed amazement at her father's efforts in spite of the danger and recalled shouting to him to get away
from the Jeep when the vehicle caught fire.
Neither Anderson nor Embrey reported injuries, according to Tyler. Embrey recalled her father hurt his hands from
pulling out the car door window.
All people involved in the crash were wearing seat belts at the time of the incident, Tyler said. Zackary Santor's
condition was not known Saturday.
Members of the state police crash reconstruction and motor carrier safety teams assisted at the scene.
The crash caused traffic to back up for miles north of the scene as police closed both southbound lanes. Fire and
rescue workers responded to the crash.
Contact staff writer Alex Bridges at 540-465-5137 ext. 125, or abridges@nvdaily.com

18 Comments
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ATTACHMENT 3
Mr. David L. Strickland
Administrator
NHTSA Headquarters
1200 New Jersey Avenue, SE
Washington, DC 20590
202-366-4000
12 February 2013

Subject:

Proposed EA-012 Recall Remedy: Financial Comparison and Priorities Summary

Reference 1:

EA12-005 File Update (Chrysler Jeep Fuel Tank System Safety Defect)

Three Pages Total:
First Two Pages
Deposition Exhibit #21 for former Chrysler Chairman Robert Eaton, and deposition Exhibit #3 for former
Chrysler Vice Chairman Robert A. Lutz. Please note that the first paragraph states:
“NHTSA has agreed that they will deny all FOIA requests to place their investigative files, including the
crash test video, on the public record, and that the Department of Justice will defend any lawsuits seeking
to compel production under FOIA.”
Paragraph 3 states:
“Chrysler controls publication of its actions with the following provisions . . . Letter from (NHTSA
Administrator) to Chrysler and NHTSA press statement praise Chrysler action as fully satisfying all of
NHTSA’s concerns, and state that Chrysler is a safety leader . . . NHTSA officials acknowledge that
owners should not be concerned over the delayed implementation of the action . . .”)

Last Page
Former internal Chrysler Product Litigation Attorney Lewis Goldfarb was part of gala for a former
Chrysler legal employee, Jacqueline Glassman, upon her “revolving door” appointment to NHTSA as
Acting Administrator.

Dear Friends:
As you probably know, Jackie Glassman has recently been appointed Chief
Counsel of the National Highway Traffic Safety Administration. We cordially
invite you to join us for a reception in Jackie's honor:

Thursday, March 14, 2002
5:30 pm — 7:30 pm
Fulbright Center
Hogan & Hartson L.L.P.
555 13th Street, N.W.
13 th Floor — West Tower
Washington, DC
R.S.V.P. to Angela Minor at arminor@hhlaw.com.

ATTACHMENT 4
Mr. David L. Strickland
Administrator
NHTSA Headquarters
1200 New Jersey Avenue, SE
Washington, DC 20590
202-366-4000
12 February 2013

Subject:

Proposed EA-012 Recall Remedy: Financial Comparison and Priorities Summary

Reference 1: EA12-005 File Update (Chrysler Jeep Fuel Tank System Safety Defect)

One Page:
Superior Court of New Jersey (Morris County) court order denying Chrysler dealership defense motion
which requested dismissal of punitive charge prior to trial in Kline v Loman’s Auto Group,
dated 21 March 2012.

ATTACHMENT 5
Mr. David L. Strickland
Administrator
NHTSA Headquarters
1200 New Jersey Avenue, SE
Washington, DC 20590
202-366-4000
12 February 2013

Subject:

Proposed EA-012 Recall Remedy: Financial Comparison and Priorities Summary

Reference 1: EA12-005 File Update (Chrysler Jeep Fuel Tank System Safety Defect)

Three Pages:
Autopsy Report for Mrs. Susan Kline, victim of MHE fire-death in 1996 Jeep Grand Cherokee.

ATTACHMENT 6
Mr. David L. Strickland
Administrator
NHTSA Headquarters
1200 New Jersey Avenue, SE
Washington, DC 20590
202-366-4000
12 February 2013

Subject:

Proposed EA-012 Recall Remedy: Financial Comparison and Priorities Summary

Reference 1: EA12-005 File Update (Chrysler Jeep Fuel Tank System Safety Defect)

Three Pages:
Paul V. Sheridan discovery submission to plaintiff in Kline v Loman’s Auto Group in support of
punitive phase of litigation.

1.
Please provide non-redacted versions of the following documents which were originally
created by the now-bankrupt Chrysler LLC:
All 10-panel, 11-panel and/or 12-panel charts that were created prior to and during the
manufacture and sale of the 1996 ZJ-Body vehicle which was marketed as the Jeep Grand
Cherokee.
All financial planning documents that contain or relate in any way to the 1996 ZJ-Body vehicle
which was marketed as the Jeep Grand Cherokee.
All financial status documents that contain or relate in any way to the 1996 ZJ-Body vehicle
which was marketed as the Jeep Grand Cherokee.
All internal memos or documents that contain financial data that relate in any way to the 1996
ZJ-Body vehicle which was marketed as the Jeep Grand Cherokee.
All Product Planning Sub-Committee meeting minutes that were created prior to and during the
manufacture and sale of the 1996 ZJ-Body, which was marketed as the Jeep Grand Cherokee,
that contain financial date regarding the 1996 ZJ-Body.
All Product Planning Committee (PPC) meeting minutes that were created prior to and during
the manufacture and sale of the 1996 ZJ-Body vehicle, which was marketed as the Jeep Grand
Cherokee, that contain financial date regarding the 1996 ZJ-Body.
All Product Planning Sub-Committee meeting presentations or papers that were created prior to
and during the manufacture and sale of the 1996 ZJ-Body, which was marketed as the Jeep
Grand Cherokee, that contain or relate in any way to the 1996 ZJ-Body vehicle.
All Product Planning Committee (PPC) meeting presentations or papers that were created prior
to and during the manufacture and sale of the 1996 ZJ-Body, which was marketed as the Jeep
Grand Cherokee, that contain or relate in any way to the 1996 ZJ-Body vehicle.
All Product Planning Sub-Committee meeting presentations or papers that were created prior to
and during and after the manufacture and sale of the 1996 ZJ-Body, that document in any way
the direct and formal communications between Chrysler LLC and its dealerships.
All Product Planning Committee (PPC) meeting presentations or papers that were created prior
to and during and after the manufacture and sale of the 1996 ZJ-Body, that document in any way
the direct and formal communications between Chrysler LLC and its dealerships.
2.
Please provide the following then-projected financial data and/or actual historical
financial data, which was created prior to and documented during the manufacture and sale of the
1996 ZJ-Body vehicle which was marketed as the Jeep Grand Cherokee, by the now-bankrupt
Chrysler LLC:
Tracked Vehicle Cost
Tracked Vehicle Gross Variable Margin

Tracked Vehicle Net Margin
Average Vehicle Cost
Average Vehicle Gross Variable Margin
Average Vehicle Net Margin
Tracked Vehicle Dealership Delivered Cost
Tracked Vehicle Dealership Gross Variable Margin
Tracked Vehicle Dealership Net Margin
Average Vehicle Dealership Delivered Cost
Average Vehicle Dealership Gross Variable Margin
Average Vehicle Dealership Net Margin
Base Model Dealership “Base Price”
Tracked Vehicle MSRP
Average Vehicle MSRP
“Showroom Typical” MSRP

ATTACHMENT 7
Mr. David L. Strickland
Administrator
NHTSA Headquarters
1200 New Jersey Avenue, SE
Washington, DC 20590
202-366-4000
12 February 2013

Subject:

Proposed EA-012 Recall Remedy: Financial Comparison and Priorities Summary

Reference 1: EA12-005 File Update (Chrysler Jeep Fuel Tank System Safety Defect)

Seven Pages:
Chrysler Corporate Discovery Counsel rejection response to plaintiff’s discovery request for
documents/data that support punitive phase of Kline v Loman’s Auto Group litigation.

ATTACHMENT 8
Mr. David L. Strickland
Administrator
NHTSA Headquarters
1200 New Jersey Avenue, SE
Washington, DC 20590
202-366-4000
12 February 2013

Subject:

Proposed EA-012 Recall Remedy: Financial Comparison and Priorities Summary

Reference 1: EA12-005 File Update (Chrysler Jeep Fuel Tank System Safety Defect)

Fifteen Pages:
Pre-Product Planning Committee meeting minutes for 27 January 1994, relating to the program review
of the 1997 Jeep Cherokee XJ-Body (aka Product Planning Sub-Committee).

ATTACHMENT 9
Mr. David L. Strickland
Administrator
NHTSA Headquarters
1200 New Jersey Avenue, SE
Washington, DC 20590
202-366-4000
12 February 2013

Subject:

Proposed EA-012 Recall Remedy: Financial Comparison and Priorities Summary

Reference 1: EA12-005 File Update (Chrysler Jeep Fuel Tank System Safety Defect)

Twelve Pages:
Product Planning Committee meeting minutes for 4 February 1994, relating to the program approval of
the 1997 Jeep Cherokee (aka the PPC).

ATTACHMENT 11
Mr. David L. Strickland
Administrator
NHTSA Headquarters
1200 New Jersey Avenue, SE
Washington, DC 20590
202-366-4000
12 February 2013

Subject:

Proposed EA-012 Recall Remedy: Financial Comparison and Priorities Summary

Reference 1: EA12-005 File Update (Chrysler Jeep Fuel Tank System Safety Defect)

Two Pages:
Chrysler Times corporate front page newspaper article describing internal reorganization and the role
Product Planning Committee members, highlighting Executive Vice President of Engineering
Mr. Francois J. Castaing, who was also the Product Executive responsible for all Jeep programs.

ATTACHMENT 10
Mr. David L. Strickland
Administrator
NHTSA Headquarters
1200 New Jersey Avenue, SE
Washington, DC 20590
202-366-4000
12 February 2013

Subject:

Proposed EA-012 Recall Remedy: Financial Comparison and Priorities Summary

Reference 1: EA12-005 File Update (Chrysler Jeep Fuel Tank System Safety Defect)

Five Pages:

Monroney Labels depicting dealership Manufacturers Suggested Retail Price (MSRP) data for various
Jeep models.
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Mr. David L. Strickland
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Washington, DC 20590
202-366-4000
12 February 2013

Subject:

Proposed EA-012 Recall Remedy: Financial Comparison and Priorities Summary

Reference 1: EA12-005 File Update (Chrysler Jeep Fuel Tank System Safety Defect)

Two Pages:
Mr. Edward Ivey memo of 29 June 1973 entitled:

“Value Analysis of Auto Fuel Fed Fire Related Fatalities.”
A cursory review of this type of document confirms that it contains nothing of a “proprietary, trade
secret or confidential” nature, and therefore nothing deserving-of a court ordered “protective order.”
The Ivey memo, similar to a vast majority of the documents sought in EA12-005 or Jeep litigations, is
a document that the defense bar deems non-supportive and is therefore unable to locate.
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Reference 1: EA12-005 File Update (Chrysler Jeep Fuel Tank System Safety Defect)

One Page:
Loman’s Auto Group (and now NHTSA) is completely knowledgeable of the fact that has never been a
defendant in a MHE fire death litigation subsequent to an accident involving one of the Ford Explorer
vehicles that it sold and continues to sell through its Ford franchise.
This legal fact is consistent with the technical facts forwarded to the NHTSA ODI and the NHTSA
Office of General Counsel by the Center for Auto Safety on 13May2011:
“ . . . a 70 MPH rear impact of a 2003 Ford Taurus into a 1995 Ford Explorer with 70%
engagement in which the Explorer suffered no breaching of the fuel system or fuel leakage. This
was the test which was attended by staff of the Office of Defects Investigations and the Office of
Chief Counsel.”

May 13, 2011
Mr. Frank Borris, Director
Office of Defects Investigation
National Highway Traffic Safety Administration (NHTSA)
1200 New Jersey Avenue, SE
West Building
Washington, DC 20590
Dear Mr. Borris:
Attached please find two data CD’s containing reports, data, photos, and video of the August 5,
2010 Federal Highway Administration 70 MPH rear impact of a 2003 Ford Taurus into a 1995
Ford Explorer with 70% engagement in which the Explorer suffered no breaching of the fuel
system or fuel leakage. This was the test which was attended by staff of the Office of Defects
Investigations and the Office of Chief Counsel. The 1995 Ford Explorer showed vastly better
fuel system integrity than its contemporary peer 1995 Jeep Grand Cherokee given that the
Explorer saw a 39 mph velocity change versus a 23 mph velocity change for the Grand Cherokee
which had the fuel filler hose separate from the fuel tank. (Please note the one data sheet has an
obvious typo for Grand Cherokee in that 37.0 mph should be 37.0 kph as shown in the velocity
traces data which are attached.)
Additionally, CAS has uploaded video from the Karco and FHWA data CD’s provided to
NHTSA during our April 21 meeting. The reports and video from these tests is located on our
website at http://www.autosafety.org/jeep-grand-cherokee-crash-tests.
CAS requests that these materials be placed in the investigatory file for PE10-031. Please
contact me at 202) 328-7700 or by email at mbrooks@autosafety.org if you have any questions
or issues with the enclosed materials.

Sincerely,

Michael Brooks
Staff Attorney
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One Page:
Legal definition of Gross Criminal Negligence.
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